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RESEARCH ARTICLE

‘Representation’ and D�aibi�ao: a comparative study of the
notions of political representation in France and China

Yves Sintomera and Yunyun Zhoub

aPolitical Science, Paris 8 University, Paris, France; bContemporary Chinese Studies, University of
Oxford, Oxford, UK

ABSTRACT
By scrutinizing the semantics of words and going beyond a nom-
inalist approach, this article compares the theoretical, linguistic
and discursive evolution of the notion of representation in France
and China, from its ancient origins to its contemporary interpreta-
tions. We argue that the word “representation” in English and
“d�aibia�o 代表 ” in Chinese are not interchangeable synonymous,
because “representation” includes a symbolic dimension that is
absent in d�aibia�o, and because the latter is rarely used when
informal representation is concerned. We also argue that both
Chinese and Anglo-American political science research overem-
phasizes mandated representation and underestimates symbolic
representation. Furthermore, our empirical research in three prov-
inces of China and two regions of France demonstrates that in
both countries, local officials and elected politicians serve a similar
role of political intermediaries, who embody state power and
respond to citizens’ demands simultaneously, thus enabling a de-
facto representative loop. Such argument refutes the current
understanding of representation as a “one-way authorization” that
is supposed to come either from below (i.e. from the people) in
the electoral democracies or from above (i.e. from the state
authority) in authoritarian regimes and thus challenges the over-
simplistic dichotomy of democratic and authoritarian regimes in
representative studies.
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1. Introduction

The notion of representation has been central to the development of modern political
theory. With the establishment of representative governments in Britain, the United
States and France, and subsequently with the defeat of fascist regimes over the course
of the 20th century, political representation has increasingly been equated with elect-
oral representation and electoral democracy. Most scholars have shown little interest
in discussing political regimes such as religious states, Leninist states and various
forms of authoritarianism. Moreover, the conventional view of representation tends to
focus on the representative claims politicians make with regard to their electoral
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constituency. More recently, however, the ‘constructivist turn’1 in Anglo-American pol-
itical theory has rediscovered a broader definition of political representation which
was central for German—and to a lesser extent French—political theory in the 20th
century. In fact, the notion of representation should not be reduced to the description
of a certain type of political regime but has a variety of meanings that can apply to a
broad range of social relations and power dynamics.

Michael Saward2 has made a significant contribution to this constructivist turn. His
notion of ‘representative claims’ has the advantage of conceptualizing representation
as an action, thus taking actors’ discourse seriously and extending the inquiry far
beyond electoral politics. However, it has at least two disadvantages: without a serious
reflexive discussion of the specific meaning of ‘representation’ and ‘claim’ in English, it
can lead to an ethnocentric vision and a number of analytical shortcuts. In addition, it
is not very useful when no explicit representative claims are made (in such cases, one
must rely on the rather generic and somehow contradictory notion of ‘implicit repre-
sentative claims’).

Consequently, the notion of representation is most often ignored when analyzing
the Chinese political system, where representative claims are much less frequent than
in Europe and where elections play a much weaker role. At best, some scholars like
Fukuyama3 have argued that accountability in China comes essentially from above (i.e.
from the Party leadership), whereas in the West it comes from below (i.e. from the
people). This narrow definition of representation as a kind of ‘one-way authorization’,
with electoral representation as the benchmark, raises three issues. (1) It excludes the
main body of civil servants from the picture, as most of them do not take a represen-
tative stand in the way political parties and politicians do. (2) It presents a distorted
and highly limited view of both the Chinese and the Western systems. (3) It fails to
explain the fact that the representative relationship can often function in several direc-
tions. In China, most local-level politicians do not have a representative claim at all
and, when they do, they mostly claim to represent the Party-State. However, their rela-
tionship with the people is not reducible to a mere application of top-down policies.
In France, most local-level politicians claim to represent their constituency, their party,
and when the party is in power, the state (either locally or nationally). In all cases, the
executives of the state’s everyday governance understand their positionality in relation
to the abstract idea of the state, the political parties in power and the interests or will
of ordinary citizens.

Our paper shall address two gaps in current research. (1) First, while there are a
number of studies looking at local politicians in both China and Western countries,
very few comparative studies attempt to compare China with a European country,
often on account of the clear-cut distinction between democratic and authoritarian
regimes. Our comparison shall not proceed from the assumption that France has
reached a higher level of local governance, a standard according to which China
should be evaluated (nor shall we do the opposite). Nor shall we propose a simple
dichotomy opposing two national models. We shall rather develop a common concep-
tual framework in order to better understand the parallels and differences between
both systems. (2) Second, we shall endeavor to better assess the ambivalence and
complexity of political representation in both countries. As mentioned previously,
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the mainstream view on political representation is that either politicians should
be held accountable to their constituencies in democratic countries (‘downward
accountability’4), or to the Party-state leadership in an authoritarian country like China
(‘upward accountability’). We shall challenge such a unidirectional and dichotomic
understanding.

This article combines the history of ideas and a political sociology of local cadres in
China and local politicians in France to better understand political representation at
the local level in the two countries. We shall ask the following questions in order to
comprehend what kind of representation can be found to operate in local politics in
France and China. (1) Are ‘representation’ and d�aibia�o 代表 synonymous, and what les-
sons can be drawn from the similarities and differences between these two notions?
(2) Is the dichotomic view of representation, where representatives are responsive to
either a grassroots constituency or a superior authority, sustainable? Does representa-
tion have to be unidirectional? (3) To what extent is representation comparable in
democratic and non-democratic contexts? Does representation depend on elections?
To what extent do state bureaucracy and local politicians in a multi-party representa-
tive government and in a one-party system serve the purpose of representation simi-
larly or differently? What are the challenges faced by individual politicians working at
local level in both democratic and authoritarian regimes in terms of representation?

To attempt to provide answers to these questions, we shall proceed in three parts.
The first part will pay attention to the various and not strictly overlapping meanings
of ‘representation’ and d�aibi�ao. The second part will be based on ethnographic field-
work and in-depth interviews with local government officials in three provinces of
China and in two regions in France, which allowed for a holistic and detailed empirical
depiction of local governance. In our conclusion, we shall draw some theoretical con-
clusions on political representation at the local level, in contexts of both representa-
tive government and a party-state regime.

2. The historical evolution of the concept of political representation in
France and China

Although it seems reasonable to agree with Carlo Ginzburg5 that we must ‘destroy
our deceptive familiarity with words such as ‘representation’ that form part of our
everyday language’, English-speaking political theory of representation has largely
been constructed on the basis of this ‘deceptive familiarity’. In a seminal book that
marked a divide in Anglo-American theoretical formulations, Hanna Pitkin6 argued that
representation is not a ‘vague and shifting’ notion but a ‘single, highly complex con-
cept that has not changed much in its basic meaning since the seventeenth century’;
that the etymology of re-presentation is ‘to make present or manifest or to present
again’; and that it is, therefore, possible to give it an all-encompassing definition. Yet
her comprehensive definition was mostly based on the meaning of the word in
English; it moreover focused primarily on the principal-agent relation, with a view to
ultimately understanding elections. The recent turn in English-speaking political theory
tends to conceptualize political representation beyond the principal-agent scheme as
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well as elections, but nonetheless remains confined to a very Anglo-
American paradigm.

2.1. The multi-faceted notion of ‘representation’ and its controversies in
the West

Working in the vein of German conceptual history,7 the great German scholar Hasso
Hofmann8 insisted on taking the shifting meaning of the word ‘representation’ ser-
iously: ‘First was the word, then the concept’. He criticized the reductionism and
essentialism of both the Anglo-Saxon and the German traditions (the latter embodied
by authors such as Carl Schmitt9 or Gerhard Leibholz10). Drawing upon his insights,
we propose an interpretation of representation which provides an alternative to the
mainstream Anglo-American perspective. In order to do so, we must differentiate the
semantic contents associated with the word ‘representation’ in English, and more gen-
erally across Latin-derived languages. Chronologically, the word repraesentatio appears
at the time of the Roman Empire; to date, it has been discussed in Western theology,
philosophy, political theory, law, and aesthetics. Conceptually, it was originally a
Christian theological notion associated with the figure of the Trinity (see Figure 1). In
Christian theology, God is at the same time one and three: the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Spirit. Each of these metaphysical entities is specific, but they all form part of
the deity. And each one represents the others, thus making representation a multidir-
ectional relation.

Another feature has to be underlined: the word ‘representation’ encompasses two
rather different semantic fields. The first refers to what Hasso Hofmann11 calls the dia-
lectic of the model and the image (Urbild/Abbild), and what, following Bourdieu,12 we
call ‘cultural-symbolic representation’, intending the generic meaning of the word
‘symbolic’: symbols, images, signs, and rituals that enable humans to construct mean-
ings about social and natural beings. For instance, when a work of art such as a paint-
ing/photograph/piece of music depicts, portrays or embodies a certain figure or
theme, it is considered to be a form of representation.

Medieval Latin ended up subsuming a second, quite different meaning, i.e. legal-
political representation, under the same word as cultural-symbolic representation. By
legal-political representation, we mainly refer to the fact that a person or group and
their representatives are considered one and the same legal person, which allows the

Figure 1. The holy trinity.
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representative to speak and take decisions on behalf of the represented. In this
second meaning, representation includes the action of representing both within state
institutions (public law) and in non-state contexts (private law). This second meaning
appeared in the Late Middle Ages. It was applied to both private and theological law.
For example, during the Great Western Christian Schism (1378–1417) and its squabbles
between rival popes, when the primacy of the religious Council over that of the pope
was being bitterly debated, the Council was supposed to represent both the Church
(downward) and the Holy Spirit (upward).13 The concept of representation was also
crucial in public law, as it helped to stabilize the existence of guilds and communes.
Later on, although with a signification that partly differed from its medieval and early
modern meanings, this legal-political dimension of representation became crucial for
the legitimacy of Western representative governments. Representation has also been
extended to more informal and non-legally binding relations. Interestingly enough,
although English and most Romance languages (see Table 1) still subsume the two
different meanings of representation (cultural-symbolic and legal-political) in a single
word, this is not the case for German, which gives a much narrower meaning to the
word, focusing on the legal-political dimension (or at least a portion of it).

These pairings are rich in significations that go beyond the historical and linguistic
context of Latin and post-Latin Europe: any form of political representation (d�aibi�ao 代

表) involves the production of images of the community being represented, and the
performance of those in power before those who they claim to represent.14 Although
political rituals were especially important for European absolutism before the age of
modern revolutions,15 anthropology often presents symbolic representation as a struc-
tural feature of political power.16 The constructivist perspective views social groups
not as natural facts but as ‘imagined communities’,17 underlining the active role of
representatives in the construction of represented entities. This perspective has trad-
itionally been important in German political theory and political history,18 and was
also emphasized by Eric Voegelin,19 Frank Ankersmit,20 Ernesto Laclau21 and Pierre
Bourdieu,22 who wrote: ‘It is because the signifier exists, because it represents
(through symbolic action), that the group is represented and symbolized exists and
that in return, it causes its representative to exist as representative of a group’.

Nevertheless, making a non-reflexive use of this pairing in English (or in most
Romance languages) presents two risks. The first is the risk of misunderstanding the
complexity of the word and consequently taking a number of analytical shortcuts.
Take Saward’s famous definition of representation: ‘A maker of representation (M) puts
forward a subject (S) which stands for an object (O) that is related to a referent (R)
and is offered to an audience (A)’.23 Without taking into account the two facets of

Table 1. The unification of symbolic and legal representation in European languages.
Language Symbolic-cultural representation Legal-political representation

English representation representation
Medieval Latin repraesentatio repraesentatio
French repr�esentation repr�esentation
Spanish representaci�on representaci�on
Portuguese representaç~ao representaç~ao
Italian rappresentazione rappresentanza
German Abbildung, Vorstellung, Darstellung, Inszenierung Vertretung, Repr€asentation
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representation (cultural-symbolic and legal-political), this definition is hardly useful—
and most Anglo-American discussions of representative claims do not even attempt to
distinguish these two sides. It is also very difficult to translate this definition into a lan-
guage like Chinese, which uses multiple different words for the single English word
‘representation’. In addition, it is quite probable that in countries in which the local
word for ‘representation’ has a narrower meaning, raising representative claims will
happen much less frequently than in countries where the word has a much
broader meaning.

Until recently, most Anglo-Saxon political theory had either ignored (or keenly
underestimated, in Pitkin’s case) the symbolic side of ‘representation’. Relying on the
principal-agent scheme and a liberal perspective, it generally postulated that the rep-
resented was constituted prior to its political representation. The dominant argument
was that the representative must be formally authorized by, and accountable to, the
represented. In the tradition of contract theory, civil society exists prior to the state,
and it is only because of a contract that political representatives may legitimately take
decisions for the people, elections being the device that ensures this function.
Representative government, therefore, realizes the essence of (legitimate) political rep-
resentation, and representative democracy becomes synonymous with democracy.
From Pitkin to Urbinati,24 the main subject of debate was therefore how to make
electoral representatives ‘substantially’ accountable and responsible to their constitu-
ency beyond the mere formal process of authorization.

We have noticed that the panorama has significantly changed in the last two deca-
des. A large swath of scholars including Jane Mansbridge,25 Jeffrey Green26 and
Michael Saward27 have begun to take symbolic representation seriously, recognizing
that political representatives’ actions strongly help to shape the social fabric and
therefore the construction of the groups the latter claim to represent. The constructiv-
ist turn represents an important step forward. It relativizes the opposition between
Western regimes and countries like China, because in both cases, representatives con-
tribute to the identity and the opinion of the represented.28 Nevertheless, relying
exclusively on the English polysemy of the word representation, studies in the con-
structivist turn have not focused enough on the difference between cultural-symbolic
and legal-political forms of representation.

In addition, they have largely overlooked other traditions, and have remained
focused on Western Europe and North America. This research has partly neglected
another dichotomy lying within the concept legal-political representation, namely the

Table 2. Two categories and four subtypes of representation.
1. Symbolic-cultural representation 2. Legal-political representation

(1a) Re-present someone or something that is absent75

Depicting or describing through artistic, literary or
other cultural means

(2a) Mandate-based
Legally representing someone else (individual, group,
people) in accordance with a mandate

(1b) Exhibition of presence
Exhibiting a person or a thing in a performance;
embodying a bigger group/phenomenon

(2b) Embodiment-based
Identity-representation, when the representative is part
of a bigger group or body and when s/he identifies
with the group and the group identifies with him/her
(can be legally binding or more informal)
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difference between mandated- and embodiment-based representation (see Table 2),
which has been crucial for German conceptual history and political theory.29 Two basic
representative claims can usually be raised in politics: the first uses expressions such
as ‘I am mandated’, ‘I am a delegate’, ‘I have been elected’, expressions which are all
evidently based on either election or delegation. The second one prefers instead ‘I
embody the political community’, ‘I am the State’, ‘we (are) the people’. These two rep-
resentative claims refer to different historical matrices in Western history.

The notion of mandated or delegated representation dates back to the Middle
Ages, particularly to the writings of Bartolus de Saxoferrato (1313–1356). With the
Latin expression persona aliccuis repraesentare, the idea that it is possible to represent
someone else by establishing fictitious juridical unity between the representative and
the represented was developed in several domains, ranging from private law to diplo-
macy and politics.30 Representation in this sense was generally associated with a form
of authorization given by the represented (with some exceptions, the absence of con-
sent characterizing the status of an adult acting as the legal representative of a
minor). The second matrix, initially conceived as ‘identity-based representation’ (reprae-
sentatio identitatis),31 was developed by Marsilius of Padua (1275–1342) and later ela-
borated by John of Segovia (1395–1473). It found its origin primarily in the law of
guilds and communes but was also influenced by theological debates.

Similar to the concept of mandated representation, the objective of identity-based
representation, or ‘embodiment-based representation’, was establishing fictitious jurid-
ical unity between the representative and the represented. However, the aim was to
legally stabilize groups that needed to act over time by being represented by some-
one from among them (according to the pars pro toto scheme, where a part stands
for the all). No explicit mandate had to be given. A number of later concepts derive at
least partly from this matrix: ‘trustee representation’ (Burke), the ‘standing for’ kind of
‘symbolic representation’ (Pitkin), ‘surrogate representation’ (Mansbridge), ‘self-
appointed representation’ (Montanaro), etc. Representative democracies are in fact a
mix between these two different elements: political representatives are elected, but
once elected, they do not have to hold their electoral promises or enact the will of
the majority of the people, because they are supposed to embody the people, the
nation or the political community.

2.2. ‘Representation’ in China: from ti�anm�ıng 天命 to d�aibi�ao 代表.

We shall now proceed to examine some concepts in Chinese history that could be
compared to the Western notion of representation. Studied by Confucian scholars, the
concept of ti�anm�ıng 天命 (‘the mandate of Heaven’) was used to describe the relation-
ship between the divine world, the ruling emperor and his people.

The notion of ti�anm�ıng 天命 was forged during the Zhou dynasty (1046–256 BC)
and remained for centuries a crucial concept used to legitimize the Emperor’s rule. Yet
its meaning and interpretation varied substantially depending on the period in ques-
tion. During the Warring States Periods (475–403 BC), in Confucius’ classic Analects,
the concept of Heaven mainly signified (1) an umbrella concept of nature; (2) an
anthropomorphic deity (R�eng�e sh�en 人格神 , similar to the Christian God); and (3) the
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origin and embodiment of moral norms.32 During the Song dynasty (960–1279),
Heaven was generally understood as a personal god, the supreme god hu�angti�an
sh�angd�ı 皇天上帝 . However, during the Yuan and Ming dynasties (1271–1368 and
1368–1644, respectively), mainstream Confucian scholars interpreted ti�anm�ıng as a
kind of destiny. In order to be legitimate, the Emperor had to embody moral virtues
and to follow the cosmic order (to follow the way, the d�ao 道 in the Taoist tradition),
which was manifested by symbolic signs (natural disasters, human uprisings), that
could be understood through the feelings of the people (‘Heaven sees as my people
see, Heaven hears as my people hear’, Mencius, Book 5, Part A, Chapter 5) or be inter-
preted by scholarly officials.

It is interesting to note that the Chinese ti�anm�ıng 天命 was translated into English
as ‘the mandate of Heaven’. By reviewing the evolution of the meaning of ti�anm�ıng 天

命, it becomes clear that the idea that the mandated will of heaven was ‘represented’
by the emperor was not consistently present in traditional Chinese political thought.
The Jesuits who came to China during the 16th and 17th centuries deliberately refor-
mulated the Chinese classics according to a more Christian understanding of Heaven,
interpreted as a god with a will that could be manifested. Accordingly, the Jesuits
translated m�ıng 命as ‘mandate’. Matteo Ricci (1552–1610) explains this:

The Lord of Heaven (ti�anzh�u天主) creates all things and nourishes it… This is the Lord of
Heaven, whom we call Deus in the West… Our Lord of Heaven is the Emperor on High
(sh�angd�ı上帝 ) mentioned in the ancient classics… In spite of all their erudite scholars,
perhaps there are still some things that the Chinese do not see: they worship Heaven
instead of the Lord of Heaven, the way a foreigner comes to the imperial capital, and on
seeing the magnificent palaces, kneels down in prostration, mistaking the buildings for
the person of the Emperor. The Lord of Heaven [… ] is the true father and mother of
humankind, to whom we owe obedience and reverence. (Quoted in Hsia33)

Such an interpretation was a blatant distortion of Christian theology, given that
ti�anm�ıng 天命 , at that time in history, implied the imperative of harmony (h�e 和 )
between the cosmic, political and natural orders, but that 天 was not a personified
god with a manifest will. It was only later, during the late Ming and early Qing dynas-
ties, under the influence of both the Jesuits and a number of popular religions, that a
revival of an older, more personal conception of Heaven took place within Confucian
scholarly circles. This should remind us that the notion of ti�anm�ıng should not be
reductively understood as the emperor performing a form of mandate-based represen-
tation of the will of Heaven. In fact, ti�anm�ıng illustrated a complicated relationship
between Heaven, the monarch, the higher scholar-officials, and the people. Like
‘representation’ in the West, ti�anm�ıng is a complex notion whose meaning has
changed several times over the course of history.34 A crucial moment in its develop-
ment is discussed by Mencius (372–289 BC or 385–303 or 302 BC), who was widely
quoted by later Confucian scholars. First of all, Mencius clearly establishes the priority
between the ruler and ruled:

The people are of supreme importance; the altars of the gods of earth and grain come
next; last comes the ruler. That is why he who gains the confidence of the multitudinous
people will be Emperor… When a feudal lord endangers the altars of the gods of earth
and grain, he should be replaced… . (Mencius, Book 7 Part B Chapter 14).35
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Second, Mencius also stresses that ti�anm�ıng 天命 is a multi-directional relationship,
as the sovereign rulers must behave according to heavenly rules as well as take care of
the people.36 When the ruler ignores and mistreats the welfare of the people, Heaven’s
‘mandate’ will be withdrawn and the monarch may be rightfully overthrown.37 Through
these propositions, the notion of ti�anm�ıng, on the one hand, bridges the divine and
mythical source of the monarchy’s legitimacy with the social and moral pillars of its
rightful rule by pointing out the connection between ‘the rules of Heaven’ and the
behavior of the people. On the other hand, Mencius’ (and most Confucian scholars’)
interpretation of ti�anm�ıng also radically differs from a limited one-way mandate-based
form of representation between the elected and the electorate. His perspective involves
quadrangulation between Heaven, the emperor, the scholar-officials, and the people.38

Although these relationships are often interpreted as forms of ‘representation’, by both
Chinese and by Western scholars, this can be true only in a very narrow sense of the
word, one that is probably more similar to symbolic than to legal representation in the
West.39 As we have seen, the emperor does not have a ‘mandate’, strictly speaking. In
addition, he is neither an embodiment of Heaven nor an embodiment of the people.
He is the main entity who can make the cosmic order visible. The relationship between
Heaven and the emperor on the one hand, and between the emperor and the people
on the other, are best understood using the father-son metaphor, but the people are
not solely the passive beneficiaries of the emperor’s actions, as they have in fact a direct
relationship with Heaven: ‘Heaven sees through what the people see…’. Last but not
least, the ministers do receive a mandate from the emperor, but their actions never
bind him and they do not form a common legal entity. They are described as a pro-
longation of the emperor’s body, never as a pars pro toto. However, they also play a
role in interpreting the ti�anm�ıng and can in some crucial contexts help to question the
legitimacy of an emperor who has, according to them, lost the way (d�ao).

The development of representation theories in modern China marks a break with
the past but has also been dependent on the cultural history of the political legitim-
ation of the nation’s rulers. D�aibi�ao is not simply analogous to Western
‘representation’. To understand the concept, one has to trace its convoluted etymol-
ogy and follow its linguistic development. While the two kinds of legal-political repre-
sentation (mandated and embodiment-based) and cultural-symbolic representation
were subsumed into a single word in Latin, and then in English as in most Latin-
derived languages, Chinese handled the question differently. The notion of representa-
tion as developed in Europe began to be imported into other languages during the
19th century on account of Western economic and political hegemony. As for other
political concepts, Japan played a crucial role. The Japanese daihyo 代表, a translation
for ‘representation’ created during the Meiji era, was adapted into Korean (daepyo)
and Chinese (d�aibi�ao) at the end of the 19th century.40 But because it was an
imported term, its Chinese usage remained largely confined to the meaning of legal-
political representation within the state apparatus (public law), especially when elec-
tions took place in the first Republic of China. It is mostly a posteriori that scholars
such as Qian41 have applied the concept to the Ming and Qing dynasties, and that
the figure of the emperor has been described as a representative, akin to embodi-
ment-based representation in the West.42
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Due to this foreign etymology, the emergence of the word d�aibi�ao 代表 in a mod-
ernizing China has had two major consequences: (1) the recently imported word
d�aibi�ao became the dominant term used to describe a relationship of political repre-
sentation; (2) the concept was largely confined to the realm of legal-political represen-
tation as enabled by elections or mandates. This means many other aspects and sub-
categories of the concept of representation which we discussed above have increasingly
been neglected in Chinese. For instance, d�aibi�ao cannot really be used to describe the
private relationship between a lawyer and her client. Another consequence of the
restrained semantics of the word d�aibi�ao 代表 is that it has led to major discrepancies
in the connotations of representation between Chinese and Western contexts: in fact,
the symbolic-cultural dimension of ‘representation’ is generally expressed by other
words in contemporary Chinese. For instance, the symbolic-cultural sense of represent-
ing a theme or character in a work of art is expressed by words such as y�any�ı 演绎 (to
perform) or mi�aohu�ı 描绘 (to depict). Specific words used to refer to the sense of repre-
senting or defending someone in court have also emerged. The only symbolic dimen-
sion which is expressed by d�aibi�ao is when a specific person (or less frequently an
object) embodies or typifies a more general reality43 (see Table 3).

During China’s turbulent 20th century, the idea of representation has been applied
and interpreted by various political actors based on their own, varying ideologies.
During the Republic of China, the Chinese Nationalist Party adopted a political theory
called the ‘Three Principles of the People’ (s�anm�ın zh�uy�ı 三民主义), whose core ideas
can be summarized as nationalism, democratic rights and ensuring the people’s liveli-
hood. These principles were based on a hybrid of Western liberal democratic values
and the Confucian theorization of prioritizing people’s needs. Again, we can observe
that the use of this type of representative relationship was different from either sub-
type of representation developed in Europe, but was evidently a continuation of
Mencius’ illustration of the relationship between the monarch and the people, the dif-
ference being the ultimate source of the ruler’s legitimacy (Heaven for the monarch,
the people of the nation for the Republic’s government). Furthermore, in the Republic
of China, claims of d�aibi�ao could be made either formally within legislative institutions
based on an electoral mandate, or informally based on an embodiment-based represen-
tation. For instance, journalists then could claim to ‘represent’ (d�aibi�ao) or to speak for
the people,44 just as members of the Republican Parliament could represent (via a
mandate) their constituencies.

Table 3. The diverse expressions of symbolic and legal representation in Chinese.
Symbolic-cultural representation Legal-political representation

Re-present the absent:
� y�any�ı 演绎 (to perform)
� mi�aohu�ı 描绘 (to depict literally or artistically)
� ch�ongxi�an 重现 (to make something

appear again in a novel/movie)
Symbolize the present:
� xi�angzh�eng 象征 (to symbolize)
� xi�angd�ang y�u 相当于 (is equal to)
� tǐxi�an 体现 (to demonstrate or reflect)
� hu�ash�en 化身 (the incarnation of something

often spiritual)
� d�aibi�ao 代表 (to embody a more general reality)

Mandate-based:
� d�aibi�ao 代表 (to represent someone

through elections)
� w�eip�ai 委派 (to delegate or entrust someone to

do something)
� t�ı… bi�anh�u 替…辩护 (used to describe a lawyer

representing a client)
Embodiment-based:
� d�aibi�ao 代表 (such as in the theory of

Three Represents)
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In the Chinese Communist Party’s early revolutionary decrees, a specific mandated
sense of d�aibi�ao was adopted to illustrate the Party’s mission to lead the proletarian
dictatorship. In the first version of the Manifesto of the Chinese Communist Party pub-
lished in 1920, it was stated that:

The meaning of proletarian dictatorship is no more than to say that state power has been
obtained by the revolutionary proletariat, but it is absolutely not to say that the trails of
capitalist forces, that oppose the revolutionary forces, have all been exterminated [… ]
the proletarian dictatorship is to continue to use brute force to battle the remaining
capitalist forces on the one hand, on the other hand, it must use revolutionary methods
to create many Communist construction methods, this sort of construction methods are
formulated by the representatives chosen by the proletariat – the part of the proletariat
with the strongest class consciousness and revolutionary spirit. (Manifesto of the
CCP 1920)

In the absence of formal procedures to ensure authorization and accountability, this
form of mandated representation could, arguably, easily be reduced to mere rhetoric.
Nevertheless, in this early interpretation of the Party’s identification as a part (albeit
the most advanced part) of the larger proletariat revolution, a sense of embodiment-
based representation can be detected. However, following the Leninist theory of the
vanguard, this sense of embodiment for the CCP does not mean that the Party and
the people become one. Rather, the Party comes from the masses, is informed by the
masses, and is responsible for mobilizing, educating, and leading the masses.45 This
conception of the vanguard is continuously present in Mao’s theory of the ‘Mass Line’,
wherein he emphasizes that the Party should be ‘from the masses and among the
masses’, working to collect and interpret the methods of the masses, with a view to
improving them.

The Party’s representative discourse came under severe attack during the last dec-
ade of Mao era. Thornton46 points out that during the Cultural Revolution, the goal
was to discover and overturn the ‘representatives of the bourgeoisie who have
sneaked into the Party, the government, the army, and all spheres of culture’.47 This
revolutionary slogan was mobilized by various fractions and eventually pointed to the
crisis of representation of the Party as a whole, a crisis which has continued to the
present day.

Interestingly, in the post-Mao era of reform, despite the general usage of d�aibi�ao to
refer to elected officials, the latest development of the Three Represents (s�ang�e
d�aibi�ao 三个代表) theory has revived the notion of embodiment-based representation
with regard to the word’s usage and hence expanded its connotations. In this theory,
the CCP claims in its Constitution that: ‘The Communist Party of China is the vanguard
both of the Chinese working class and of the Chinese people and the Chinese nation.
It is the core of leadership for the cause of socialism with Chinese characteristics and
represents48 the development trend of China’s advanced productive forces, the orienta-
tion of China’s advanced culture and the fundamental interests of the overwhelming
majority of the Chinese people’.49 It is important to note that historically, the Three
Represents emerged as a theory when the Communist Party made the decision to
expand its membership base to individuals who could not be classically defined as
‘proletarians’, such as private entrepreneurs. The debate surrounding this decision in
2001 was undoubtedly a fierce one, prompting critical voices both within and outside
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of the Party.50 By emphasizing the Party’s encompassing embodiment of all ‘advanced
elements’ in Chinese society, the Three Represents theory circumvented the Party’s ini-
tial identification as the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’.

By examining the evolution of the notion of representation in China’s political phil-
osophy, we can observe that the traditional conceptualization of the relationship
between the monarch, the people and Heaven is a conceptually rich but often
neglected one, on account of the fact that the modern language of representation is
limited by its etymological origins, or often misinterpreted because of a variety of
Eurocentric conceptual prejudices. Despite its continual evolution, as we pointed out
earlier, the word d�aibi�ao does not embody the whole spectrum of representative dis-
course and practices (in the English meaning) that exist in Chinese governance. In the
following section, we will move on to an empirical comparison of how the idea of rep-
resentation has been localized in France and China.

3. Contemporary discourse: political representation in French and Chinese
local states

Drawing on this historical inquiry, which focused mostly on the national and supra-
national levels, in this second section we shall focus on the meaning and practices of
political representation (in the English sense of the word) developed by local cadres in
China and France in the second decade of the 21st century. Local politics is particu-
larly interesting because it differs from both national politics, where the global political
order is at stake, and from the micro-local level, where residents or community repre-
sentatives can take part in the decision-making process through devices of participa-
tory, deliberative or ‘consultative democracy’ (xi�esh�ang m�ınzh�u 协商民主).51

This part of our research is based on fieldwork conducted between 2016 and 2019
in local political institutions in three provinces in China (Shaanxi, Hunan, and
Guangdong) and on fieldwork undertaken in the Ile-de-France and Bourgogne-
Franche-Comt�e regions of France, work which spanned several years and concluded in
2019. As a case study should aim to provide a holistic picture and a contextualized
analysis of a bounded phenomenon,52 we sought to include various administrative
levels of local party branches, local states and other peripheral political organizations
such as (party-led) mass organizations and associations in China, and various parties,
unions and NGOs in France, ranging from the provincial/regional level to the munici-
pal/county/departmental-level. The size and population of Chinese provinces are quite
different from those of French regions, and are in fact more comparable to a

Table 4. Comparison of French and Chinese sub-national governments.
China Number France Number

Provinces 34 Regions 18
Municipalities 333 D�epartements 98
Districts/counties 2,851 Federations of communes (communaut�e

d’agglom�eration, communaut�e de communes,
communaut�e urbaine)

1,263

Towns/townships/streets 39,888 Communes 34,979
Residential committees,

village committees
Boroughs, neighborhoods
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European country: Shaanxi, Hunan, and Guangdong provinces have respectively 37.33,
67.37, and 106.44 million people, whereas the regions of Bourgogne-Franche-Comt�e
and Île-de-France only have 2.79 and 12.21 million people respectively; the same com-
parison (see Table 4) can be made regarding Chinese municipalities and French
d�epartements, or Chinese districts/counties and French municipalities. While these dif-
ferences of scale would render any kind of socio-economic comparison difficult, com-
parisons focusing on political representation remain legitimate as these intermediary
state levels share a similar position of ranking in the national political hierarchy and
possess strong legal autonomy but cannot operate as a real countervailing power to
the national state.

In each country, we have chosen one province or region that is quite politically sig-
nificant (Guangdong and Île-de-France, the region containing Paris), a more peripheral
one (Shaanxi and Bourgogne-Franche-Comt�e), and for China, one intermediate case
(Hunan). Our aim in this article is not to underline the internal differences within each
country, but to present a broader comparison between the two countries. We have
therefore chosen relatively typical sites rather than exceptional ones. Due to the lack
of exchanges between France and China as far as local governments are concerned,
we have opted for a classical comparison in this section,53 rather than insisting on
transfers54 and connections.55 A total of around 40 local party cadres and elected poli-
ticians were involved in the research process with regard to both the French and
Chinese fieldwork. In this article, we have chosen to focus on the most influential pol-
itical figures in both countries’ local politics, i.e. Party cadres in China and elected poli-
ticians in France.

3.1. The various uses of ‘representation’ in Chinese local politics

Various words and expressions are used which correspond to the English meaning of
‘representation’ in China’s contemporary political institutions.56 Taking a closer look at
the choice of words allows us to undertake a diversified discourse analysis that might
help to deconstruct the English-centered approach.57 As we observed above, the use
of the word d�aibi�ao is far less comprehensive in Chinese than the use of the word
‘representation’ in English. Another feature has to be emphasized: unlike in English or
French, while the noun ‘representative’ (repr�esentant) and the verb ‘to represent’
(repr�esenter) are differentiated through a change in the suffix, d�aibi�ao in Chinese refers
both to representatives and to the act of representation, and can be used as both a
noun and as a verb. However, d�aibi�ao can rarely be directly used as an adjective, as
‘representative’ can be in English or French: it needs to be transformed into other
idiomatic expressions.58 While the use of the noun d�aibi�ao in Chinese is still largely
confined to the concept of mandated representation, the verb d�aibi�ao can be used
slightly more loosely (for instance, to include a sense of embodiment) because of the
theoretical innovation of Three Represents theory (s�ang�e d�aibi�ao三个代表). In general,
the language of political representation can refer both to a status and to an activity in
both China and a number of Western countries. When the status is legally defined,
the decisions of the representative are usually binding for the represented. However,
it is interesting to note that in the Chinese case, as the language is involved in a way
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that the status of representation is not accessible for most political actors, many of
them chose to engage in the activity of representation without claiming the status.

Given a number of legal and semantic limitations, only election-enacted and man-
date-based representatives can gain the official status of d�aibi�ao in China’s formal pol-
itical institutions. There are two occasions where individuals can be called d�aibi�ao: the
first is for legislative representatives (r�end�a d�aibi�ao 人大代表), who are elected by citi-
zens in each province/municipal/county and carry out the responsibility of drafting
and evaluating legislative proposals in the national and local People’s Congress. The
second legally acknowledged occurrence of d�aibi�ao is when the local community
chooses (or when the local authority designates) the members of the assembly of local
autonomous organizations such as village committees (in rural areas), residential com-
mittees (in urban areas), and worker’s unions. These elected assembly members can
also be addressed as village committee representatives or workers’ representatives
(e.g. c�unw�eihu�ı d�aibi�ao 村委会代表 ). Although both are mandated representatives,
community representatives most often remain restricted to grassroots affairs and
hence hold considerably less power than legislative representatives, who can go up to
the national level.

If only legislators can be formally termed as d�aibi�ao, how do local political actors
such as Party cadres and government officials interpret their political role? In the local
Party-state, neither Party cadres nor governmental officials are publicly elected, and
they are not addressed as ‘representatives’ (d�aibi�ao) either legally or informally. This
offers the most striking contrast with Western politicians: to a certain extent, the rela-
tionship China’s local cadres have with the upper Party-state more closely resembles
the relationship senior civil servants have with upper political authority in France—the
difference being that the former openly defend the ideological position of the
Communist Party. However, it would be misleading to consider that the position of
Chinese cadres is a kind of representation directed only upwards. To project the image
of an accountable, responsive and legitimate mass party engaged in good governance,
various expressions are often used by local political figures that are somewhat akin to
the representative claims directed towards citizens in the West.

First, as the Communist Revolution and Maoist movement were based on mass
mobilization, the imaginary of the ‘masses’ and the ‘people’ is often used to implicate
a relationship that could be called representative in other contexts. For instance, local
cadres often claim that they try their best to li�anx�ı q�unzh�ong 联系群众 (to bridge,
mediate for the masses), w�ei q�unzh�ong zhu�oxi�ang 为群众着想/服务 (to think for the
masses), or to w�ei r�enm�ın f�uw�u 为人民服务 (to serve the people). These expressions
can be seen as weak echoes of the former famous Maoist q�unzh�ong l�uxi�an 群众路线

(Mass Line): ‘In all the practical work of our Party, all correct leadership is necessarily
‘from the masses, to the masses’. This means: take the ideas of the masses (scattered
and unsystematic ideas) and concentrate them (through study turn them into concen-
trated and systematic ideas), then go to the masses and propagate and explain these
ideas until the masses embrace them as their own, hold fast to them and translate
them into action, and test the correctness of these ideas in such action’.59 The ‘Mass
Line’ can be viewed as a highly specific form of representation, with a high degree of
responsiveness but no formal authorization, with the avant-garde claiming to embody
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the best ideas and practices of the masses. Here, embodiment reinforces responsive-
ness: a good example is when we observed that the older generation of cadres (who
were born and came of age professionally in the era of Mao) often genuinely describe
their function as someone who is ‘from the masses’, and therefore ‘serves the masses’.

However, this meaning—where cadres embody the masses—is weakening due to
China’s market reforms, and as revolutionary times fade into the past and cadre selec-
tion criteria have shifted from mere political loyalty to additional criteria such as being
young, educated and professional (ni�anq�ing hu�a, zh�ish�ı hu�a, zhu�any�e hu�a, 年轻化 , 知
识化 , 专业化 ) in accordance with Deng’s market reforms.60 The new generation of
technocrats or professionalized local cadres tend to use the ‘Mass Line’, namely the
linkage and attachment to the people, merely as a formal work method and a profes-
sional guideline, while their main identity remains as a professional that serves as
either part of the state apparatus or a branch of Party leadership. They tend to indi-
cate that in their everyday work, adhering to the Party’s leadership (ji�anch�ı d�ang de lǐ
ngd�ao 坚持党的领导) and governing on behalf of the state (w�eigu�o zh�ızh�eng 为国执

政) are their top priority and immediate objectives. When they are in the office, it is
clear that the hierarchy of the Party-state forces their obedience to the upper
branches of their specific department and bureau, but meanwhile, a good knowledge
of and communication with the ‘masses’ is constantly emphasized. There is certainly a
part of propaganda in this rhetoric, but the life stories we analyzed in our fieldwork
illustrate that this propaganda is not necessarily more extensive than its equivalent in
the West.

Finally, another important representative discourse is used by the local cadres of
mass organizations (Party-led organizations that represent a specific group interest)
who use the expression d�aibi�ao he w�eih�u… qu�any�ı 代表和维护… 权益 (to represent
and protect collective rights and interests) when describing their mission (for a sum-
mary, see Table 5). For instance, the All-China Women’s Federation defines its purpose
as, first of all, ‘further liberating and empowering women of all ethnicities and from all
domains in China’; it claims to be ‘the bridge and bond for the Party and government
to connect to the female masses’ as well as an ‘important societal pillar of state
power’. In the latest mass organizational reforms launched by the Party’s central

Table 5. Various narratives and forms illustrating a broader understanding of ‘representation’ in
Chinese local politics.
Legislative/community

representatives
d�aibi�ao 人大/村委会代表 (of the

people/the village)
(as a status and activity)

the mandated representative of the people;
representing the people based
on elections

Party cadre and
government officials

l�aiz�ı q�unzh�ong 来自群众 coming from/being part of the masses
Li�anx�ı 联系群众 bridging, mediating for the masses
w�ei q�unzh�ong zhu�oxi�ang/f�uw�u 为群众

着想/服务
thinking for/serving the masses

wei ren min f�uw�u 为人民服务 serving the people
ji�anch�ı d�ang de lǐngd�ao 坚持党的

领导
adhering to the Party’s leadership

w�eigu�o zh�ızh�eng 为国执政 governing on behalf of the state

Party-led mass
organizations

d�aibi�ao he w�eih�u … qu�any�ı 代表和
维护… 权益 (as an activity, not
a status)

representing and protecting the rights and
interests of …
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committee since 2015, the ‘representativeness’ of these mass organizations has been
openly contested and called to improve.61

3.2. The ambivalence of representation in French local politics

Comparatively, in France, the word repr�esentation has a wide range of meanings that
are nearly identical to the ones in English (with some additional cases: for example, a
show in a theater, a concert venue or music hall is commonly referred to as a
repr�esentation). The word is prominent in the French Constitution, where it appears 13
times. Its usage is likewise more ambivalent than in Chinese. In the Constitution, rep-
resentation has at least four meanings. First, it refers to the basic electoral principle of
representative government: ‘National sovereignty shall vest in the people, who shall
exercise it through their representatives and by means of referendum’ (art. 3, and in
the 1789 Declaration of Human Rights, which is still part of the French Constitution);62

this electoral representation can be direct (when electing the president, members of
the National and European parliaments, and local government officials) or indirect (the
Senate is characterized as the representation of local governments, art. 24). Second,
the highest agents of the State at regional level, who are senior civil servants, are
termed its ‘representatives’ (art. 13, 71). Thirdly, in a neo-corporatist framing, profes-
sions also have representatives (their mode of selection is not defined in the
Constitution—art. 23). Finally, ‘to represent’ as a verb is used for indicating proportions
in the composition of commissions and public budgets (e.g. articles 13 and 72).

However, in France as in most Western countries, there is a growing legitimacy cri-
sis of representative government. Elections are no longer sufficient to provide a sense
of political legitimacy. In such a context, there is an increasing tendency for social
movements to explicitly refuse political representation or elected representatives, or at
least ones whose decisions are binding for the represented. In 2018–2019, the Gilets
jaunes (‘Yellow Vests’) movement, the strongest plebeian protest in decades, was espe-
cially pronounced in peripheral areas, such as most of the Bourgogne-Franche-Comt�e
region and the more remote parts of the Île-de-France region. Mobilization and organ-
ization were informal, passing through social networks, especially Facebook groups.
Most groups were local, but a few were national, possessing hundreds of thousand
members. The Gilets jaunes protested against the national state and national politi-
cians far more than against the local representatives. Nevertheless, the latter were also
shaken by the movement. The Gilets jaunes were especially prominent in the region of
Bourgogne-Franche-Comt�e; in a small village of 250 inhabitants where we conducted
interviews, 12 families had the movement’s symbol on their car or in front of their
house. Interestingly enough, the comparison with China invites us to reflect on the dif-
ference between the noun ‘representative’ and the verb ‘to represent’. Radical social
movements nearly always refuse to use the former, but sometimes nonetheless claim
to represent the people. In a small city, one informal leader of the Gilets jaunes said in
an interview: ‘We are here [occupying the roundabouts], it is the people, we represent
the people. We, the small working-class people, we can’t live anymore, we can’t get to
the end of the month [on our income]’. She added that she was ready to stay ‘as long
as necessary, until Mr. Macron listens to us’. In reality, the informal leaders of the
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Gilets jaunes can be understood as a kind of informal embodiment-based
representation.63

What has been the response of local representatives when confronted with such
growing distrust? In this context, their use of the language of political representation
is more ubiquitous at the local level than at the national level. Part of this is due to
the fact that any ambitious politician must simultaneously be involved at various lev-
els of local government, in sharp contrast with the ordinary practice of neighboring
European countries. For example, one female politician we interviewed in Bourgogne-
Franche-Comt�e was at once the deputy-mayor of a small town, a member of the
board of the Federation of Communes that included this town, the deputy-president
of the region, and a member of the Socialist Party leadership at the municipal and
departmental levels. A male politician in the Île-de-France region was the deputy-
mayor of a major city, a member of the board of the Federation of Communes that
included it, and a member of the Communist Party leadership at the municipal level.
Elected politicians in France tend to have several constituencies and be associated
with the action of several authorities.

Another factor which matters is that most French local governments are coalition-
based: it is quite difficult for a party to govern alone. The result is that on many occa-
sions, local politicians have to be accountable to different levels, and the language of
representation is in fact much broader than the understanding of mainstream political
theorists. French local representatives tend to act not solely on behalf of their constitu-
ency. In different contexts, they may claim to represent their electorate, their entire
constituency (including those individuals who did not vote for them), their party, dif-
ferent kinds of NGOs or interest groups if they come from civil society, the (local and/
or national) government when their party forms part of the government, the nation,
etc. The ubiquity of representative claims jars with the classical view of the representa-
tive relationship as being established by elections. Elected representatives and local
politicians more broadly are accountable to several entities: before trying to get
elected, they depend on their party and quite often on the party leadership and on
their affiliations within the party to get selected as a candidate. One of the female pol-
iticians we interviewed, who was a former director of a local NGO active in the profes-
sional reinsertion of individuals who had suffered from long-term unemployment, was
able to occupy a prominent position at the regional level for several years because
she had the support of the president of the Bourgogne-Franche-Comt�e region.
However, she had to become very active in the Socialist Party when she wanted to
run as a candidate in the legislative elections—a move that was necessary if she
wanted to keep her position in the middle term.

Finally, local politicians in France also tend to behave as intermediaries between the
upper and lower levels of government. On the one hand, they act as trustee representa-
tives who know better than the citizens that they are supposed to represent what the
common good is. On the other hand, they have to be responsive to citizen demands
and complaints. In the past, when political parties had a strong organizational structure,
mass membership and a real grassroots presence, their action was not that different
from what Mao called the ‘Mass Line’ in China: they were successful when acting as
sponges that enabled two-way communication between local communities and local
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rulers.64 With the vanishing of mass parties and the growing chasm between politicians
and citizens, the multi-directional representative link relies more on the action of certain
local civil servants. In a medium-sized town of the Seine-Saint-Denis region, north of
Paris, the senior civil servant responsible for participatory democracy (a member of the
Communist Party) described the role of his team as implementing the policies of the
Communist-led local government; he had nonetheless also asked a junior civil servant
active in one neighborhood to function as a ‘letter box’, thus enabling the community
to send complaints and demands to local officials. Local civil servants do not have the
status of representatives, and they usually do not claim to represent either the state or
its citizens, but they do in fact have a dual-directional representative role.

It may seem strange that politicians do not see a problem with making quite differ-
ent representative claims at the same time. After all, are the interests and values of
the party, of the government and of the citizens in the constituency always the same?
Is it not necessary to choose between a mandated and a trustee version of representa-
tion? Can the natural ease with which local representatives make these multi-direc-
tional representative claims be seen as a legacy of the ancient Christian concept of
multi-directional representation? In any case, if they are to be successful, local politi-
cians in France—as in China, albeit according to different procedures—must represent
various objectives and constituencies and, together with local civil servants, must func-
tion like bridges or intermediaries between the upper and lower levels of government.

3.3. The representative loop and its challenges

Through a holistic analysis, we have found that an important feature of China’s gov-
ernance is that it has developed an interactive institutional toolkit of local governance
to facilitate the practical realization of political representation. This diffusive toolkit is
present at every level of local governance. The general function of local representation
practice can be loosely grouped into three functions: (1) selecting spokespersons for
local citizens (according to procedures tightly controlled by the CCP) through the
People’s Congress,65 political consultative conferences, and other forms of consultative
means such as public hearings in order to enrich the formulation of local policies that
respond to citizen interests; (2) implementing these policies through a non-elected
body of Party cadres and government officials who do not claim to represent but to
act for the people; (3) collecting feedback and grievances from citizens through media,
the Internet and petitioning channels, and helping the state to integrate these—or at
least take them into account.66 These three dimensions, often developed simultan-
eously, feed into a horizontal loop in China’s local political system. In China, the local
political ecology is therefore designed to function as a de facto representative loop as
a whole—and a mediation of state and societal interests—rather than a unidirectional
representative relationship. By selecting local spokespersons, following and implement-
ing policy decisions from above and allowing some feedback from below, local inter-
ests and demands can be met and mediated in accordance with policy decisions from
above. When the system functions well, in principle corruption is not too widespread,
social tensions remain limited, and the system contains a meritocratic dimension. Such
a representative loop, ideally, does not rely only on the accountability and efficiency
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of individual ‘representatives’, but spreads the procedure of ‘representing’ out across
several steps and several instructions; in the end, such a system also depends on citi-
zens’ evaluation of the loop’s performance as a whole to maintain its legitimacy.67 The
problems with this kind of representative loop are numerous: it relies on a policy of
self-monitoring and lacks the direct participation of citizens in defining the mecha-
nisms that ensure authority and accountability.68 Fearing the Party’s disciplinary
power, political actors such as representatives, cadres and officials could only achieve
a ‘representation within bounds’69 on issues that the Party considers not threatening
to its own. Moreover, due to a lack of public deliberation, the representative claims
are to some extent monopolized by the Party-state instead of spread out among com-
peting social groups, agents and movements. Also, as Thornton70 has argued, the
‘contradiction between the plural nature of mass representation in a heterogeneous
socialist state, and the disciplined unity imposed by an elite revolutionary party’ was
not resolved during the last decade of the Mao era and hence continues to remain a
critical issue hindering the construction of an effective system of representation in the
reform era.

In France, far from only being accountable to the citizenry, local politicians also
effectively form a multi-directional representative loop, although the polyvalence of
local politicians’ representative claims is becoming much harder to defend. Political
distrust is at all-time high levels, and the overwhelming feeling among citizens is that
the competitive multi-party system does not allow for true representation. In France,
local representatives remain more legitimate in the eyes of lay citizens than represen-
tatives at the higher levels of government—which is the opposite of the Chinese situ-
ation. However, such representatives face a critical dilemma: as the legitimacy of their
representative claim towards the masses is weakening, they must mitigate or even
abandon their claims of representing the Party or State authority in order to resolve
this dilemma in the public sphere, which in return contributes to the growing distrust
of the political system among the public and systemically (if indirectly) weakens their
chances of advancing politically. This is perhaps why politics at the local level faces an
issue of recruitment: the best personalities tend to go in the private sector or in civil
service, or they often do not remain very long in politics. The skills which are neces-
sary to be a professional politician are increasingly dependent on one’s ability to
engender political conspiracies and coups. Local representatives are also held account-
able by the upper levels of government, although their margin of action is far greater
than in China. This kind of accountability often takes place behind closed doors but is
nonetheless widely perceived by citizens. One of the participants of the Grand d�ebat
(‘Great Debate’) which took place in January 2019 declared: ‘Members of parliament
are supposed to be the citizens’ representatives to the state, but I have the feeling
that they are becoming representatives of the state instead’.71 This crisis, which exists
in most Western countries as well, presents some parallels with the difficulties faced
by local cadres in China, amidst a context where the CCP is no longer a revolutionary
organization trying to defend the Mass Line and where local cadres have a more pro-
fessional understanding of their work. In both countries, transformation to the nature
of political parties has generated a crisis of representation,72 or at least a dramatic
restructuring of its functioning.
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4. Conclusion

In this study, the two comparative cases of France and China have been deliberately
chosen to examine the conceptualization and practice of political representation
across the authoritarianism/democracy dichotomy. By combining perspectives from
history of ideas, political theory and political sociology, we have reached three main
conclusions.

Our first conclusion reiterates the argument, defended by a number of scientific
schools of thought,73 that political theorists and social scientists should pay attention
to the etymological evolution and linguistic variations of words, especially when a
concept is imported into another culture or translated into another language. The con-
cepts we use are deeply embedded in natural language, which carry specific traditions
and connotations in their respective native contexts. Words are not neutral and their
use should be reflexive. This is particularly important when one compares
‘representation’ and d�aibi�ao 代表 . It is imperative to pay attention to words if we
want to avoid the conceptual over-simplifications. We have demonstrated that the
Western notion of ‘representation’ has several contrasting meanings which are the
product of its long evolution. It is especially important to notice that in English and in
most Romance languages, political representative claims can rely both on a mandate
or on an intention to embody the represented. Furthermore, in addition to its legal-
political meaning, comparison with the Chinese language clarifies that the English
notion of ‘representation’ has a cultural-symbolic dimension, which is taken for
granted by most Anglo-American political theorists despite being absent from most
non-European languages. This rich but ubiquitous concept has become the normative
foundation of Western political systems. In China, the complex notion of ti�anm�ıng 天

命 as conceptualized during the imperial dynasties includes a relationship between
Heaven, the monarch, scholar-officials, and the people, in a context that does not eas-
ily correspond to Western concepts of ‘representation’. It is mostly a posteriori that the
notion of ‘representation’ can be applied to the kind of legitimacy embodied by such
imperial systems. This is often overlooked by contemporary political theorists of repre-
sentation in China who, like the Jesuits five centuries ago, tend to distort the Chinese
notions to make them align with the Western ones. Influenced by Western hegemony,
the concept of representation was translated as d�aibi�ao in Chinese at the end of the
19th century, but with a much narrower meaning, mostly translating to the legal-polit-
ical dimension. The noun ‘[a] representative’ could only be used for persons who have
received a formal mandate. The rule of the revolutionary Communist Party with its
unified discipline subsequently limited the proliferation of representative claims
through mass participation. Our article is the first of its kind, as it systematically com-
pares ‘representation’ and d�aibi�ao 代表, ultimately demonstrating that these two terms
are not exactly synonymous—a fact that will be important for future research. One
should not equate representation with elections, nor with mandates, especially when
looking for representative relationships and activities in China. Instead, one needs be
aware of linguistic pitfalls to look beyond what is described by the word d�aibi�ao in
order to discover actors and activities that correspond to the multi-faceted notion of
representation. The distinction mandate- vs. embodiment-based representation is of
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particular importance when analyzing the nature of the representative relationship in
non-electoral political systems.

Our second conclusion is a better understanding of the similar functions performed
by the representative relationship in France and China. We employed a discursive ana-
lysis of the different narratives used by Chinese local cadres working in Party branches
and local states and compared them to their counterparts in France. We do not
defend a nominalist perspective, and we have used a broad notion of representation
to examine practices which the actors do not necessarily recognize as such.
Nevertheless, looking at the words used by the actors themselves is a good starting
point to better understand them in the perspective of a comprehensive sociology.74

Comparison, on the other hand, helps to go beyond ethnocentric analysis. A vocabu-
lary of representation is present in China, and it is not per se illegitimate for the CCP
to claim the ‘Three Represents’: an embodiment-based representative claim does not
rest on elections, nor on any kind of formal mandate or authorization, and this is true
for both the West and China. Nevertheless, the use of the word d�aibi�ao is much less
frequent in China than the use of ‘representation’ in Western countries. It is especially
interesting to note that local cadres working in the Chinese Party-state do not claim
to represent citizens directly—in sharp contrast to countries which have local repre-
sentative governments. They primarily claim to govern on behalf of the state, acting
as its local agents. Nevertheless, they also claim in various way to serve and respond
to the people. In fact, their function seems explicitly to bridge the people and the
state. Moving to the French case, and with the same approach, we underlined the pro-
liferation of representative claims by local politicians, but also claims of misrepresenta-
tion, in a context where electoral representation is losing its legitimacy. Contrary to
the mainstream interpretation of representation in Western political theory, local politi-
cians can in fact simultaneously claim to represent their constituency, their party and
the local government (among various possibilities). Interestingly enough, our compari-
son enables to better understand the role of local representatives in a Western coun-
try like France: although they make different explicit claims, politicians in France as in
China attempt to mediate between different entities. In both countries, when the sys-
tem functions well, local politicians’ activity enables a representative loop. This is at
odds with the classical liberal idea that representation implies a mandate, that it is a
unidirectional relationship between a principal and an agent, and that democratic rep-
resentatives are held accountable to their constituencies at the bottom level, while in
authoritarian systems like China, local cadres are accountable to upper-level govern-
ment authorities. This even goes beyond the systemic and the constructivist interpre-
tations of representation, which criticize the principal-agent scheme but still conceive
of representation as unidirectional: the representative loop implies that representation
could take place at least on three levels (the upper state, local cadres and representa-
tives, and the people), beyond elected legislative bodies and across various state
institutions.

Admittedly, this does not mean that the kind of representative relationships that
local politicians have with the masses or their constituencies and upper-level govern-
ment authorities are the same, but this observation highlights the differences between
China and France in a way that differs from mainstream interpretations. This is our
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third conclusion. Most Western authors tend to present Western countries as democra-
cies and oppose them to authoritarianism. Nevertheless, their definition of democracy
rests on precarious foundations, both normatively and empirically. To equate democ-
racy with free elections and the rule of law, and to claim that this liberal system
ideally enables ‘the power of the people, by the people and for the people’ (to quote
Abraham Lincoln’s famous Gettysburg Address, which is also incorporated into the
French constitution), is far from self-evident. Schumpeterian theorists are more realistic
when describing Western systems as a competition among elites for the votes of the
people, putting aside any idea of self-government. Conversably, radical democrats
drawing upon Rousseau’s ideas argue that representative governments should be
understood as elective aristocracies rather than real democracies, as the actual partici-
pation and power of the people is largely reduced. This is precisely what a large
majority of French citizens say when they claim that they are not represented and
that local politicians represent the state more than them. It is beyond the scope of
this article to scrutinize the various ways in which the representative loop (dis)func-
tions in China and France, but we can at least defend the argument that the differ-
ence between the Chinese one-party system and the Western multiparty system
cannot be reduced to top-down representation being the key feature of authoritarian-
ism, and bottom-up representation being the key feature of democracy. In both cases,
there are conflicts among the elites, and both systems are far from enabling the real
power of the people, by the people. But in both cases as well, the political system has
sought develop a set of institutional mechanisms to ensure the representative loop,
with a view to remaining efficient and legitimate; the role of local cadres or elected
politicians is crucial in this respect. What differs is the way in which this competition
and the representative loop function. In French local politics, competitive party elec-
tions as well as the existence of a dynamic public sphere containing the media, social
networks and social movements, has led to a proliferation of adversarial representative
claims and of accusations of misrepresentation. In China, the one-party system and
tight government control over the public sphere have strongly limited the rise of rep-
resentative claims or of claims of misrepresentation, and the representative loop
remains less openly adversarial than in the West. Words matter: because they frame
the actions of individuals and groups, and because they reveal the structural logics at
play. This is why our study of ‘representation’ and d�aibi�ao in France and China will
hopefully contribute to a better understanding of the similarities and differences
between Chinese and Western governance.
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